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Jeremy had a good rapport with the
audience. He did a few impersonations,
including impersonating a British rock
star, a British journalist, and of course his
impersonation of Elvis. When he was
doing the song “Strange Woman,” his
power pack for his guitar, (he was using a
cordless power pack) fell out and it was
sort of dragging behind him, so Anne
went out on stage to fix it. He acted like he
was mesmerized by her and half followed
her off stage, which everyone thought was
very funny—especially being that he was
singing a song called “Strange Woman”
and Anne was dressed in black.

In the beginning Christy SGA brought
out some flowers for Kanti to present to
Jeremy. Kanti said something along the
lines of, “NAB wanted to give this to you
as a token of its appreciation.” So instead
of taking the flowers, Jeremy went to

J
eremy and the band played for a
capacity crowd, which in itself was a
miracle as it was a week night. There
were about 1,000 people present and
the audience responded very

positively to the program. The Lord
anointed Jeremy and the entire team
supernaturally and it by far the best
program yet. During the intermission I
heard a sophisticated lady say to her
husband that she wished that one of her
friends would have come because it was
such a “complete show.”

The first set was mainly blues num-
bers. After the first couple of songs in the
second set, Jeremy went from acoustic, to
dobro, then to electric guitar. This set
included a number by the backup girls
too. This, along with Jeremy’s Elvis
impersonation, made for quite a bit of
variety! Before the first set started, a
famous MTV India DJ (who introduced
Jeremy on stage) asked Jeremy if he was
going to do any Elvis numbers, so the
whole time everyone was eagerly antici-
pating Jeremy’s Elvis numbers, “All Shook
Up” and “Fools Rush In” (Wise Men Say).

That was one of the highlights of the
program, i.e. when Jeremy sang, “Fools
Rush In” as a song for Valentine’s Day. When
he started singing it, he stopped a few lines
into the song and said, “Wait, wait! When I
used to sing this song, all the girls would
scream,” encouraging the females in the
audience to do so! The female audience
responded so enthusiastically that it
reminded us of when the Beatles used to
sing! The entire crowd sang the song with
Jeremy till the end of the song.

Christy as though she was the token of
appreciation, ha!

The first few front rows were mainly
filled by top media and business people,
and there were a number of photos and
articles printed the following day. Star News
aired at least twelve or more times a 30 to
40 second news blurb of the concert, which
was very positive, in both English & Hindi.

Planet M, one of the most prestigious
and exclusive record shops in Mumbai,
eagerly requested that Jeremy do a music
workshop at their store. This ended up
doubling as a promotional program for
us as Times of India (a newspaper which
owns Planet M) advertised the workshop
for several days prior to it. Three of the
main newspapers in the country also
covered this event. He will also be doing
something similar at The Groove, the
other exclusive record store in the city. �
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(Mama:) Active, vocal and militant anti-cult groups are rampant throughout Europe, as the
Antichrist ‘is even now marshaling his forces for the Great Confusion.’ The anti-cult movement

(ACM) is all part of his diabolical plan, which Europe is destined to play a big part in. (See Rev.17:12-
14.) The evil tentacles of groups like ADFI, Dialogue Center, Cult Information Center, and their Devil-

inspired leaders are taking hold in country after country, spreading their message and doctrine so
thoroughly that our simple witnessing missionaries are having a very difficult time

overcoming the demonic inoculation which a great majority of the population has received.
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Openings in the
WS Web department

Our department’s mandate is to substantially
expand our Web services to both the Family and the
general public. In order to meet this goal, we need
personnel with specific burdens and talents along
these lines:
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Pray and ask the Lord if this is really His call for
you. We need people who will be focused and
dedicated to this tremendous avenue of servicing
the Family and reaching the world, not someone
who is just bored and looking for a change of Home
or country, and thinks that the internet is a pretty
cool thing. This isn’t a six-month computer training
opportunity. This is a career choice, and we want
people that we can train to be top notch in this
field—people who will put time and effort into this
ministry. We’re interested in people who don’t need
constant oversight, but who take the ball and run
with it. In a word, initiative!

If you’re serious about joining the Web team,
please realize that you’d be joining WS, and while
your focus would be the Web department, all other
WS requirements would apply to you.

Please be as detailed as possible if you respond.
Tell us what gifts and talents you have, what experi-
ence you’ve had, how computer literate you are,
how easy it is for you to learn new things, if you’re
creative, detail-oriented, a plodder, a scatterbrain,
etc. Do you have a burden for the MO site, or GP
Web work? The more input you give us, the better.

If you’re convinced that God is calling you to join
the WS Web team, and feel that you can be a blessing
to the worldwide Family and the harvest of lost souls
out there, write today. Don’t delay.
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Invader
from the
Insect
World
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It all started around dusk
one day, while I was walking
home. My mind was racing a
hundred kilometers an hour—
to-do’s, yet-undone’s, to-pass-
on’s, pendings, and so on—
hoping I could get all of the
above out of the way so that I
could concentrate on the next
big event … Family time!

What in the world can I
come up with today? I won-
dered.

I often indulge in a brain-
wracking time such as this—
with two active little boys,
Family time can be quite a
challenge.

Just about when I got
through wiping my mental
“free space,” I saw something
on the ground: a grasshopper.
The little creature was an
answer to prayer—exactly what
I needed. (You know boys!)

Back at home, while Caleb
(3½) and Bo Greg (2) finished
their dinner, I put our little
creature in a jar. After the meal
we sat looking at it, and I
wondered exactly what the
specs on this thing were. By
this time I had almost all the
kids in the Home in my room,
all gathered around our
newfound friend.

I ran and got the encyclo-
pedia, and we found out some
pretty amazing things. Did you
know that a grasshopper has
five eyes, four ears, ten nostrils
(all over his abdomen!), and a
nose that in proportion to his
body is longer than an
elephant’s? Our little friend’s
taste buds are not inside his
mouth—no indeed! They are
outside. And his ears are
located on and near his legs.

Well, I was surprised to
learn all of this myself—and
somewhat pleased that I had
managed to keep six different
age groups—from ages two to
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12—all mesmerized. It was
fascinating. We learned how to
tell the males from the females,
and found out that they become
full-grown in only 40-50 days.
When I explained that to the kids
and asked them to imagine it,
they all of a sudden got very
excited, wishing it only took
them that long!

Anyway … enough on
insects. But it really was a fun
and interesting experience—one
of those moments of together-
ness that you always remember,
and something that brought to
Family Time another dimension
and learning experience. �
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From Gideon and Ester,
Venezuela: Our country is going
through a major disaster because
of the recent floods that hit the
whole country, but mainly our
area. We’ve been helping the
thousands of flood victims, giving
them support, both physically and
spiritually, since they’ve lost
everything—some even their
loved ones. We did our Christmas
show for 500 kids in a refuge
center. One nationwide TV
channel, VENEVISION, was filming
live and took some shots of our
show, which aired on prime time.
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From Simon Simple, New
Delhi, India: The annual
Christmas program for all of the
Family’s contacts here in New
Delhi went beautifully! A dear
friend of the Family donated the
use of his beautiful party lawns
for the occasion and also donated
a delicious dinner for 500 people.
It was very inspiring to work
together as a city (7 Homes) on
this program. The Lord spoke
beautifully in prophecy and gave
some very reassuring promises
about the meeting, all of which
came to pass!

The teens, YAs and children
from three Homes put on the
show—singing, dancing and a
short drama based on the movie
“It’s a Wonderful Life,” and all
the Homes worked hard to bring
the show to pass. The Lord
supplied beautiful lighting for
the program as well. We
presented a short slide show
and annual report about the
Family’s projects in New Delhi
during 1999. A senior official
from the prison where we have
been working for the last six
years also spoke briefly about
the Family’s involvement at the
jail. God bless him, he actually
quoted Scripture in his speech
even though he is not a
Christian, and talked about the
Family’s contribution to the
prison reform program in
superlative terms.
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here. We didn’t invite all of our friends,
mainly just the ones we are close to,
and not all turned up, but it is very
encouraging to see this sampling of
the collective fruit of our labors here in
the city. Many people said that they
were coming just for a few minutes,
but only eight people left before the
end out of the 700 who attended!
Everyone was riveted throughout the
whole show.

We had three stalls—one for
videos, one for our local publications
(Heart Talk, Essence, KidzBiz, Childcare),
and the last one for the Activated
products. The Activated was the hottest
stand! The stats aren’t in yet, but those
that manned the stall said they were
busy all the time and two of their
boxes were half-empty!

*�$$����������������

From Tino, Mary, Shane and Niki.
Danny (13, of Tino and Maria) was on
a local TV station and was able to give
a witness about the real meaning of
Christmas. The TV station also played
clips from the Christmas Kiddie Viddie
in Romanian. A friend of ours, an
interviewer  for TERRA SAT, a local TV
station in Craiova which runs a daily
local program, interviewed Danny
about what a traditional Christmas is
like for someone from the United
States. Danny was able to give a sweet
message about the true meaning of
Christmas—Jesus, and His birthday!
The show also aired several songs
from the Christmas videos. The
program was shown twice, reaching
40,000.
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From Mick, Filly and family. This
Christmas we were able to hold a party
for our Bible students and their
families.

Wong’s wife and child were the first
visitors to arrive. As they approached
the living room where the manger
scene was, their eyes were glued to the
nativity scene. The child asked who
the little baby was and why he didn’t
have a proper bed. This led to the
golden opportunity of sharing with

them the whole story of the first
Christmas. They both listened intently
and towards the end the mother told
the child, “Now son, next time you
celebrate Christmas, remember that
you are celebrating Jesus, this little
baby’s, birthday.”

When the rest of the visitors had
arrived, we showed them the movie
“Jesus.” I was able to sit by Wong’s wife
and explain the movie further to her.
As the movie ended, we saw many
heads bowed with eyes closed and
repeating the salvation prayer. After
further explanation, Wong’s wife
happily bowed her head and repeated
the prayer with us as well.

���������������"1�����

From Chloe. We would like to say a big
thank you to the people who work on
the Members Only Web site, as it saved
our Christmas show this year. We had
ordered the Christmas BMTs and
Minus Ones needed in our show, but
the package never reached us (no
doubt due to the inefficiency of the
postal system in this country, which
only gets worse during holidays). We
were at a loss as to what to do! Our first
show was on November 20th, and the
only soundtracks we had were some
tapes which had been in use for
several years already, and were
extremely bad quality. But thank the
Lord, someone was checking out the
Members Only Web site and discov-
ered the large variety of soundtracks,
with almost everything we needed. We
were able to download the songs, and
as a result have been able to perform
all over the city using top quality
soundtracks, and winning hundreds of
souls as a result!

[Editor’s note: Studios, please send in
your BMTs and Minus Ones to the Web
team, who will then make them avail-
able for all our Family performers via
the Members Only site! Thanks!]
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From Cush (of Zara).  Since 1996 we
have been hosting a Christmas
Banquet for 3000 poor people to
whom Christmas is just another day to
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From Jonathan, Joy, Mamta, and
Samuel. The biggest victory this
month was our DF Meeting, which was
held just last night! The Lord miracu-
lously supplied free use of a hall in a
five-star hotel. A close friend agreed to
donate a meal for 500, lovely Indian
food with dessert included. The
lighting was donated, as well as plenty
of Christmas decorations for the huge
hall where the meeting was to be
hosted.

All the Homes in the city partici-
pated and pitched in—some organiz-
ing the printing of the cards, some
provisioning drinks, others organizing
the performance.

The whole show was a tremendous
success with over 700 people attend-
ing, not including Family members.
The response was overwhelming, and
many commented that they had had
no idea that the Family was so large
and could put together such a good
show, or that we are doing so many
projects in Bangalore.

The show consisted of lots of
Christmas songs and dances. There
were many local language songs and
dances, which touched many people.
Andrew (of Esther) gave a rundown of
our projects in Bangalore, and the
different publications we have here.
There was a beautiful skit on Santa
Claus, and how his legend came about
(based on “The Tailor’s Secret” in
Christmas to Remember). All in all, it
was a huge success.

A politician friend of ours who
came usually only stays at functions
for a short time, and certainly not for
dinner. He sat for the whole show, and
even stood in line for the buffet dinner.
He was thrilled with the show, and
even commented when standing in
line and someone encouraged him to
go ahead, “Everyone is equal here!”
and continued to wait for his turn.

The food was a total miracle. When
we asked the manager who supplied
the food for 500 what he thought about
feeding all the extra people who came,
he said, “Ask your people to pray for
the loaves and fishes!” So we did and
the Lord did the miracle. There was
food left over, even after all the Family
members had eaten!

It was amazing to see how many
people we are actually ministering to
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scrounge around for enough to eat. We
invite them to a park to enjoy a meal
of barbequed chicken and meat,
beans, rice, tortillas, vegetable salad,
bread, and of course, beverages to
their full satisfaction, while being
entertained by Family clowns and
musicians.

���������������
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From Steven (of Faith), for the Bali
Home. We visited orphanages and
gave packages of clothing, shoes and
other personal needs to each child. We
did clown shows, and our children
performed songs and acted out a
Christmas play for the orphans.

Besides visiting orphanages, our
children performed at weddings,
restaurants, offices, schools and
hotels. They made friends with
international visitors to Bali and
Indonesians alike. Many thanked
them for making Christmas a special
and joyous time.
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From Anais, for the Candles Home. We
did six Christmas performances this
year, for a collective audience of
approximately 2,200 people. We
performed our first Christmas show
for 250 people at a private function in

a large hotel. The show was in a big
banquet room with the stage located
to the back and center of the room.
They had a few bands on before us
that the audience wasn’t tuning in to,
but when we got up to sing everyone
stopped eating and was quiet.

There was a short break where the
singers had to change costumes and
since the audience had a lot of chil-
dren, Art and I got up and said a few
words to kill time until the singers got
back. We called some of the children
up on stage and asked what Christmas
meant to each of them. They all

replied with the usual
things—presents, tons of
food, parties with family and
friends. Then we asked
whose birthday it was at
Christmas and no one knew.
Finally, a foreign boy piped
up with, “It’s Jesus’ birth-
day!” and then all the
Chinese children nodded in
agreement. This was one of
the most fun shows we did
this year. The Lord really
came through even though
we weren’t so prepared.

The hotel management
was so impressed (amazingly
enough!) that they asked to sign us up
for next year’s holidays. The host of
the banquet also asked for our cards to
pass out to the other major companies
in the city. And of course, the Lord
didn’t forget to feed us. Seeing as it was
a banquet…we did eat!

���,��,��������"�������

From Mary (14), Islamabad. We
performed at the Marriott on Christ-
mas Eve and Christmas Day. The
show (performed for 500 people)
went very smoothly. After the show,
they provided us with delicious
snacks while some of the adults were
talking or getting tools out to people

curious about our work. The second
night went very well too and we
managed to encourage a lot of
people who were apprehensive
about the New Year.

The local English paper, writing
about our show said: “The Marriott
was one of the few places that you
could feel the warmth of Christmas
due to the lively performance by  ‘The
Family Singers!’”
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From Promise and David. This year
has been incredible! One TV channel
did a three-minute spot all about our
ministry, the real meaning of Christ-
mas and message of salvation.

A man from Panama who heard
the children sing bought 400 cas-
settes and is hosting an all-expenses-
paid trip to the capital for us to do
our Christmas singing in his restau-
rants and various businesses. It is a
first-time opportunity for us to get
out the message in the heart of
Panama!

Before hitting the road for the
Christmas push, we needed to pay
about $300 in bills, buy tapes and get
bus tickets. We were desperate, and
didn’t see how we could get the
funds. The next day a check for $300
arrived from a friend! When we
phoned he said while praying the
Lord told him to send that amount,
urgently. God’s service is better than
Federal Express, ha!
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From John and Rose.  For lack of
personnel, time, funds and a vehicle,
we didn’t think we’d be able to do
much in the way of a big Christmas
outreach push, but the Lord dropped
a golden opportunity into our laps. A
sweet lady who has a local project of
distributing food to needy inner-city
families came to visit and begged us
to do a show when they gave out
gifts. We didn’t have more than two
days to get the small kids from two
Homes (ours and Luna, Eman and
Marie’s) practiced up, but it went
really well. They were even filmed by
a local TV station! Their Santa Claus
was giving out our tracts to each
child.
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Hilton—Flame, Danny, Paul and Karen (YA Dawn in background)
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From Sher for the Candle Home. On
December 15th, we did a CTP show that
our Chinese
teacher had
arranged for us to
do at a home for
300 old folks. This
is an uncommon
occurrence in
China, and was a
first for us, but
after getting the
Lord’s go-ahead
we all had a peace
about going for it.
Our performance was very simple, with
just four of us singing. As we went from
room to room, Jay asked the audience
to join us in a Christmas prayer. Over
100 old folks and staff prayed with us
to ask Jesus in their hearts. The old
folks had a great time, and the direc-
tors and staff  were happy and appre-
ciative.
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From Paulo and Nina. We had our
plans for the Christmas push this year,
but the Lord had His, and that’s exactly
what’s been happening!

We had plans to do “big” shows, so
we sent our press release to many big
shopping malls where we personally
knew the people in charge!—We got no
answers from them. When we saw that
the season was approaching and we
had nothing scheduled, we prayed and
decided to start busking with our
troupe: Paulo, Nina, Maria Dutch (16),
Leila Dutch (13), Lua (12), Terra (10)
and Estrela (7).

The Lord opened so many doors!
We didn’t have decent costumes, so He
supplied a fancy store in Barra that lent
matching costumes for all the girls for
our first weekend performance at the
New York City Center (a contact which
Ezequiel and Sunny’s Home graciously
shared with us, even though they had
already “signed” with them! GBT!).

The following week, the owner of
the Metropolitan (theatre) asked if we
could sing at a charity event taking
place in front of the Candelaria church
in downtown Rio, where gifts were
going to be distributed to orphans and
street kids. When we told her we didn’t
have costumes, she right away offered

to pay for the material and a seam-
stress to make nice costumes for all six
girls.

The event was covered by a
couple of cable TV stations, and the
lady then asked if we could play at a

Christmas mass that
is held every year at
an orphanage she
sponsors. During the
mass, the priest, who
is very “dropped-
out” in his behavior,
asked if different
people would like to
give a message to all
present, and passed
the microphone to
our seven-year-old
Estrela who, upon

encouragement from Mommy,
proceeded to say the Salvation prayer
with all present! Later, the priest
called me (Paulo) to give a message.
The Lord showed me then
that I should give the
testimony of the love of
God for us and sing “The
Weaver.”

After that, Rio’s minors’
Judge, Ciro Darlan, (whom
we had met before) came
and thanked us for our
performance at the mass
and mentioned how much
he had enjoyed our CD
(Nosso Amor—which
includes some Loving Jesus
songs!). He said that he’d
like to work closer with us
in some of his charity
endeavors!

The lady who had us
sing also owns a restaurant in Lagoa,
and she told us that the doors there
were open for our team to go busking
whenever we wanted, and so we did.
Last night we sang there, passed out
several CDs and witnessed to a
famous actor, Tiago Lacerda. He was
sweet, gave autographs and took
pictures with the girls, and eagerly
prayed with Estrela to receive Jesus,
and asked, “Please remember me in
your prayers!”
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From Peter, Tender, and Priscilla.
Treasure Attic is being shown on TV
here, on GMA Channel 7, the second
largest and most popular network here
in the country. “Christmas Friends”

was on last Friday, Dec. 17 and “For-
ever Friend” was on today, Dec. 20.
They were shown at prime time for
children.
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From Tim and Hannah, Garden Home.
“Give a Christmas present from Me to
the children of the 921 disaster and
present it in love and joy!” This was the
answer we received in prayer as we
gathered in our Home on November
15th, 1999, when asking the Lord what
we should do for the upcoming
Christmas season.

No sooner had we stepped out to
seek sponsors for the various “gifts”
that were to be given to the children of
the 921 quake in the central townships
of Puli and Ji Ji, than God did miracle

after miracle to give
His gifts! Over 2,400
color Christmas
books containing six
stories of protection
in regular Chinese
characters were
sponsored. Over 4,500
color posters of the
real meaning of
Christmas, and 160
Bilingual audio tapes
and CDs were also
sponsored and
distributed to nearly
3,000 students in the
quake area.

Over 50 Family
members from around Taiwan joined
in on the 1999 Christmas 921 mission-
ary project called, “A Christmas Present
From Jesus”! We arranged several
performances for the children and
school authorities in various schools.
The show consisted of an energetic
teen dance troupe performing Christ-
mas melodies, a fun and cute dog
show “The Amazing Patch” (courtesy
of the PPC Home and Anne, of Steven,
a dog trainer), doing various tricks,
which brought a smile, woof and
giggle to all the children. There were
also two clown show troupes called
“The Happy Clowns” and The Happy
Smile Brothers.” The shows ended
with the gift giving.

Six major newspapers also ran
articles on the many shows that we
were able to perform for the kids
affected by the earthquake.
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Sweet Anna with Patch the “dog
star,” meeting the 921 kids.
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From Seek in Morelia.  This Christmas
our Home decided to pass out 25,000
Christmas tracts. This was a fun project
for the adults, SGAs, teens and chil-
dren, as whenever there was spare
time, we could grab tracts and be out
the door with something very worth-
while to do.

I took a cab one day and immedi-
ately told the cab driver that I was a
missionary and worked with
Corazones Unidos, as then they gener-
ally help us with a lower rate. He told
me that he had been listening to a
local Rock Radio Station on Saturday,
which is prime time for young people.
He said the DJ started to tell how when
everyone else is rushing around
buying presents, a group of young
people were busy passing out a
message to share the real meaning of
Christmas. The taxi driver told me how
the DJ said he had received a tract at
the light from Corazones Unidos and
then he proceeded to read the entire
tract on the radio, including the
salvation prayer at the end!
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From Francesco, Sara and Marco. We
were able to organize and perform a
Christmas show on national TV. This
TV show was broadcast on Christmas
day on the main Albanian station
which has an audience of 3 million
people.—And we were able to include
the salvation prayer!
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From Seek in Morelia. For the past
two years we have hosted a very
successful CTP
project in the
Municipal
Auditorium for
about 3,000
poor people. It
was very
rewarding in
many ways, but
one problem
we had each
year was that
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the people were pushing and shov-
ing so much that we had to have the
Red Cross, police, and a security
company send men to help control
the crowd.

This year we planned to go ahead
with the same thing we have done
the two previous years…it just

seemed like the thing to do! But as
Christmas approached the Lord told
us that He wanted
the people and us to
experience the real
meaning of Christ-
mas, and to do so
we could make
family-sized food
boxes to deliver
personally to the
houses in poor
areas. He also said
that this would give
us an opportunity to
sing a carol and witness to the
families.

The contacts who help with our
CTP projects wholeheartedly agreed
to the new idea.  After six weeks

making all the
arrangements (God
bless Manantial!) we
were able to distrib-
ute 350 boxes, each
packed for a family of
five with a roasted
chicken, beans, rice,
cake, toys and new
sweaters. Teams from
the three Homes in
our area went out to

deliver the boxes and returned with
touching stories of the people’s
responses.

It was a beautiful lesson in not
taking things for granted just
because you always do something a
certain way!
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From Praise. December To Do list:
Take care of newborn baby and
quite a few young children, set up
new house, study for and take a
System examination, Y2K prep,
Christmas programs (including
making costumes from head to toe,
practicing, booking programs,
writing scripts, etc), Christmas mail,
decorating the house and all that
goes into preparing for Christmas.
And then there are the usual things:
fundraising, follow-up, market
provisioning, celebrating children’s
birthdays, etc.

On top of that, we lost our local
language speakers so we had to look
for a Hindi teacher and someone to
help translate at our Christmas
programs. Our plates full and over-
flowing, I started wondering what
was to become of our Christmas
outreach.

Lo and behold, as
we went about our
business and did
what little we could
do, the Lord did what
we couldn’t do. He
raised up people to
help us. He led us to
hungry sheep. He
opened doors for
new CTPs. He helped
us to pretty much get
everything done we

set out to do. Every day has been a
string of miracles. Our Christmas
outreach took off through the
children’s
Christmas
shows,
and He is
getting
out the
message
in ways
that we
hadn’t
even
antici-
pated or
planned!�
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From Diamond, Romania: One
night Martina grabbed the guitar
and started singing Christmas
songs to her baby. Miracle
walked in, and joined in on the
singing. Pavel and I were joking
in the kitchen that maybe the
girls should try some restaurant
singing, and then we said: “Hey,
maybe we should pray about it!”

That night the Lord gave us
beautiful prophecies that He
would use us to meet city
fathers and reach people that
we couldn’t meet any other way.
We practiced a little bit, had
desperate prayer, then went out
to see what was going to
happen. I must confess that I
had butterflies in my stomach,
because I’m not a singer. Many
times I can’t even carry a tune.
But having the Lord’s prophecies
gave me the faith to try.

We decided to first go to
some smaller restaurants, and
once we had gained confidence,
we’d try some of the fancier
places. The first place we
walked into was a hotel and
(being unaware that there was a
big party going on) we asked
permission to sing. Within the
next half an hour we found
ourselves on stage with bright
lights and mikes. Yikes! That
didn’t help my butterflies at all.
There were also famous singers
and about 300 people. Not
exactly a “small place”!

When our turn came we sang
three Christmas songs. I was
counting the minutes till I could
get off stage, but the people
clapped and the man who
organized the party gave us
$100. He has the third biggest
printing company in the country,
and wants to see us again.

At the party we met two top
officials who we had been
planning to approach about our
visas. They said it was no
problem to sign our papers
(which they did in the next
couple of days), and they invited
us to another party where many
top officials and probably the
mayor will be guests. We are
very thankful that we stopped
to ask the Lord about the little
check that He gave us!
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We met with Matthew this week, an
Orthodox Jew who is the marketing director
for a very large company. He contacted us
via the Web site, and was interested in
knowing more about us.  This proved to be a
very inspiring spiritual experience.

We spent three or four hours with
Matthew, with him speaking and pouring
out his heart and life for the first half, and
us listening. He converted to Orthodox
Judaism because he liked their strong
family ties and unity, their separation from
the world, and their dedication to God.

Many of the aspects he described of
their lifestyle were similar to our own,
because of their spirit of dropping out of
the System and being separate. We could
see that the Lord used this as a preparation
for him to meet us.

He told us that he had read through our
Web site, but had also read through all the
negative anti-Family literature on the Web.
He explained that because of his work he
has learned to be a good researcher, and
feels confident he has read all the anti-
Family material. We were happy to hear this,
as with a person in his position we felt it
would be much better that he knew
everything before getting involved any
further. We ourselves brought up the Jewish
issue later in the conversation, and ex-
plained briefly to him what Dad has written
about this topic, particularly Zionism and
how we have been accused of anti-
Semitism. He handled this well, and pointed
out that factions of the Orthodox are also
against Zionism, because they don’t believe
that Israel should be a state again until the
Messiah has come. Since—according to
them—the Messiah has not returned,
present-day Israel is not the true state of
Israel.

He told us that when he read Dad’s
writings (he insisted on calling him Dad), he
knew that Dad was not only a prophet, but
the greatest prophet of God that has been
on the Earth in the past thousand years! He
is convinced of this. He has studied Jewish
mysticism and particularly the Kabala, and
felt that Dad’s writings confirm everything
he has ever read. For this reason, he
wanted to meet the people that follow Dad.

It was quite a heavy spiritual experience, to
say the least!

The last issue we discussed at length,
which—not surprisingly—he is grappling
greatly with, is Salvation. He confessed that
he is having a hard time understanding
how salvation can be obtained as a free gift
without works. His sincerity in asking this
almost made us cry. We went over many
scriptures with him, answering his ques-
tions and doing our best to help him
understand. This was quite an exciting
experience for us as it was a direct fulfill-
ment of the message we had received
before meeting with Matthew when asking
the Lord for His insight about him:

(Jesus speaking:) It is not a coincidence
that I have caused yours and Matthew’s
paths to cross. This man is a seeker, one
who is on a spiritual journey and whom My
heart goes out to, one whom I long for to
know My truth, to be touched by My Spirit,
to know Me, his Savior and King, and to
accept Me as such.  He says he has many
questions for you—deep questions that he
would like to ask. This reminds Me of My
time there on Earth, when so many would
come to Me—those of the Sanhedrin, those
of the upper class of My day—seeking for
the truth and for the answers. Although
there were only a few who could receive
the truth, yet those few had an impact
upon many, for they were influential and in
positions to make a difference.

Matthew reminds Me of Nicodemus
who came to Me by night, who was so
desperate to know the answers, who was
also on a spiritual quest, having realized
that the traditions and ceremonies could
not fulfill the spiritual hunger that he felt
inside. You need to read how I handled the
situation with Nicodemus. For although I
was straightforward with him in giving him
the truth, I also did so with great love and
great compassion and understanding of his
spiritual quest and search. I spoke to him of
the love that My Father had for the world,
and also of My love for each one and being
willing to come and give Myself so that
each one would have the opportunity to be
saved and know their Creator. So it is with
this one.

You must lift Me up. You must speak of
the great love that I have for him and for
the world, and that this is what motivates
you in all that you do. He is looking for
sincere love, for he is caught up in a dog-
eat-dog rat race of this world and he does
so long for surcease from the corruption
and politics that he is surrounded with, day
in and day out. Handle this man with love.
Answer his questions with conviction and
boldness. Love him with My Words, for I
have brought you to the Kingdom for such
a time as this—to give to these who will find
My love and no other. They need Me and I
need you as vessels of My love to pour
forth unto these. (End of message from
Jesus.)

We used the story of Nicodemus when
sharing with Matthew about Salvation and
he seemed somewhat familiar with the
story. During this time, the conviction of
the Spirit was so strong that Matthew
changed the subject and we moved on to
other topics, but he definitely wants to take
up the issue at a later date.

He has some bad feelings about church
Christians because of their hypocrisy and
their attacking each other, and he was quite
relieved to hear Dad’s take on salvation in
the spirit world and God’s system of justice
(as opposed to the black-and-white attitude
of most church Christians). He had a hard
time understanding how Christians such as
our enemies who have hurt and damaged
us could still be saved. We had just read in
the car the Letter “Everlasting Shame and
Contempt” where Dad goes over that in
such detail, so we were able to discuss this
with him (DB 11—#2842).

He is still grappling with salvation, so we
promised to send him more of Dad’s
writings that discuss this in greater detail
than the Treasures (which he has). As he
knows Dad is a prophet, we feel that the
more he can receive from Dad the better.
This is, of course, a huge step for such an
orthodox Jew. Besides that, we feel he is
grappling so much because he knows the
price. Matthew is not the kind who would
get saved and just continue on his normal
life. He is an all-or-nothing-at-all person,
and he knows that becoming a born-again
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This man is a seeker, one
who is on a spiritual journey
and whom My heart goes out
to, one whom I long for to
know My truth, to be touched
by My Spirit, to know Me, his
Savior and King, and to accept
Me as such.

�
�

FROM A TEAM IN THE STATES

OUR FIRST MEETING
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Christian would be a giant step for him in
his position.

We also discussed prophecy at length,
which he said they also believe in and
practice. He was curious to know how we
went about it, what “training” we had, etc.
He is very open to it and eager to under-
stand our take on prophecy. Throughout

MATTHEW’S SALVATION
EXPERIENCE

(In reaction to “Flesh vs. Spirit”)
“Heavy Hitter”? Whatever do you

mean? Do you mean that with each
sentence Dad takes a solid whack at
some of my most precious and
foundational beliefs? Do they deserve
to be whacked at? Yes. Do I like all of
what he is saying? Nope, but why
should I? The key here for me is not to
be defensive, which is not easy. I’ve read
it over a few times and am responding
upward and inward—questioning,
growing, learning, praying for clarity of
mind and purity of heart. Also, thanks
for the guidance on the Bible. I’ll take it.
I really love and thank you guys.

We had a beautiful visit with Matthew to
the Home. We were able to minister more
deeply to him, and give him a sample of
Family life.

TTL, he is taking things slow and is
aware of the tremendous impact that his
conversion will have.  In telling us how
aware he is of the full dimensions this
impact will have, he told us (as Dad has said
in the Letters) how to even say the name of
Jesus among Orthodox Jews is absolutely
anathema. He said that they never use the
name of Jesus even in scholarly discussion,
but have given Jesus another name.  Please
continue to keep this in your prayers, as it

MATTHEW VISITS HOME; PERSONAL LETTER TO MAMA AND PETER

is certainly an unusual situation.  Matthew
is really an all-out sort of person, so we
know he will want to go further with his
faith, but we are just praying and hearing
from the Lord one step at a time.

The Lord showed us during his visit that
we should show Matthew Dad on video, and
this turned out to be a real key! He loved
Dad and knows who he is in the spirit. He
said that it would be so nice if everyone
could have their own personal video copy of
Dad, as watching him was so feeding and
comforting. After the visit, he sent us the
following note, highlighting what seeing Dad
had meant to him, which moved us to tears:

our conversations, he kept reminding us
that he too believes Dad’s words and knows
that he is a prophet.

We left him agreeing that we would
send him letters on salvation (we also left
him Glimpses of Heaven and The Future
Foretold), and that we would work out
for him to visit the Home. He was also

going to think about how he could best
help us. He was so turned on by our
posters, insisting that we needed to
market them.  He asked us if we realized
just how incredible the posters are. He
wants to pray and think about ways to
bring our message and posters more into
the public eye.

Put a little star in your spiritual notebooks. After much prayer, meditation and soul-
searching, I took a very deep breath last night and said, out loud, the following prayer from your
Web site.

“Dear Jesus, I know that I need help and that I can’t save myself. I have heard that You are the
Son of God, and that through You I can personally find and know the God of Love. Jesus, I need
Your Love to cleanse me from all fear and hate. I need Your Light to drive away all darkness. And I
need Your Peace to fill and satisfy my heart. So I now open the door of my heart and I ask You,
Jesus, to please come in and give me Your free gift of Eternal Life! Thank You, Jesus, for suffering for
all of the wrong I have done and for forgiving me and hearing my prayer! In Jesus’ name, amen.”

I said it. At that moment (and at this moment) I meant it. Having been on the planet for
quite a few days, I knew that in saying it nothing material would change immediately, but that
everything—materially and spiritually—would change eventually.

Trying to locate the source of simple faith deep within me, I am laboring to neither
intellectualize nor emotionalize the experience. As you know, this simple act has created an
intense desire to learn more about what God expects of me now, and to experience the fellow-
ship of kindred minds and spirits and to reach upward, outward and inward, with others and by
myself. But I will deal with that slowly and patiently. I am determined and required to do all in my
power to try to make this decision acceptable to everyone who loves me. As I mentioned at our
meeting, I’ve experienced this before, and have advised those making similar transitions. So I
know that I cannot do it alone. For this more than anything, I will need your prayers and
experienced counsel.

Please accept my most sincere thanks and blessings. And please convey them to Mama and
Dad, without whom none of this would have been remotely possible.

Looking forward,
Matthew

We just received the following e-mail
note from Matthew, in which he tells us
that he has received Jesus!  An incredible
testimony, to say the least, and such
wonderful fruit from the witness of the
Web site. One of the most touching things
about the note is his appreciation for
dear Dad and Mama, in leading him to
the truth. He knows that Dad has passed
on, but because in their tradition they
never refer to someone as dead but only
passed on, they refer to them in the
present as if they are still with us.  Which
of course Dad is, PTL!

We’ve been sending him quite a bit of
Dad’s Letters and trying to help him build
a good foundation in the Word for his
newfound faith.

Matthew has received the counsel we
have given him wholeheartedly. He is now
reading through the book of John and has
memorized four verses from the Memory
Book. He is a hungry babe and has
certainly kept us desperate in prayer in
regards to our counsel and feeding of him.
Following is an excerpt of one of his notes:

 There is a profound teaching in Jewish mysticism of a “neshama k’lali” or an “encompass-
ing soul.” There are certain great souls, of which thousands, or tens of thousands, or even
millions of smaller souls are really only a part. When I saw the video of Dad yesterday I knew
that I have discovered the root and source of my own soul. For the first time, I truly under-
stand the connectedness of a teacher and a disciple. I am, in fact, only a part of his soul. My
desire, my pleasure, my faith, is to lose my illusion of “selfness” and become truly at one with
his desire, his pleasure, his faith … and connected to those souls which are within, and
connected to his soul—to you, to Mama, to Peter, and to all who are within you. This is my
goal; the rest is commentary.

Send my deepest love to everyone who touched me yesterday, which means everyone I
met in your beautiful Home.

They need Me
and I need you as
vessels of My love to
pour forth unto
these.�

�
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Dear Mama,
 I’d like to take this opportunity to

thank you, and Peter, and everyone in
World Services and in your beautiful
Family everywhere for helping to bring me
closer to God, to the Holy Spirit, to Jesus,
to Dad, and to each and every one of you.

Your strength, courage and steadfast-
ness are awe-inspiring. I send you my love
and my prayers, and offer you my service.
Words cannot express the degree to which
I would be honored and joyous to meet
with or communicate with you in any way.
But I do understand how the demands of
service, time and security may not make
that possible for a very long time.

So at this point I just want to say hi,
and thanks, and that I’ll be there for you,
just as you’ve been there for me. And that’s
a sworn promise, before God.

Looking forward, in love
Matthew

reviewing all that I’ve memorized on the
bus ride home. It’s getting the thee’s and
the ye’s just right that’s the biggest
challenge! When I finish the first set, I’ll
have to go back and memorize the actual
chapter and verse numbers. Putting a new
set of mnemonics to each verse will help
me retain them all, I think. If there are any
memorization strategies that you or
others have developed, let me know.

2) The Word: I’ve gotten the Thompson
Chain Reference. It’s wonderful! You had
mentioned John and Hebrews in an earlier
note. I’ve read John (it is SO beautiful) and
Hebrews (2000 years and so little has
changed, alas!). What do you suggest next?
My instinct is to read the entire New
Testament, with the Thompson Chain
background material, and then go back to
sections that you will suggest. Is that
right? Is there a particular book (Matthew,
Luke?) that I should read in-depth while
I’m going at higher speed through all the
Gospels?

3) Dad’s Letters: One a day would be
about right for me (I so enjoy reading
them aloud). And I do reread the ones
you’ve sent.

4) Fellowship: This is the hardest part.
Keep writing, and I’d love to hear from others
too, if just with a hi. I’m sure you understand.
And one confession: My worst habit is with
forgetting names. Can you remind me of the
names of everybody I was introduced to?
Believe me, their faces and souls are
imprinted on my soul. I hope I am in their
thoughts and prayers, as they are in mine.
(Note: We’re going to have some of the young
people in our Home start corresponding
with Matthew via e-mail so he can feel that
he has a Home away from Home.)

Matthew is growing a lot in spirit. We
send him Letters every couple of days, and
he told us that he spends half his day
reading the Letters, and memorizing his
verses from the Memory Book as well as
studying his Bible! GBH! He takes his study
of the Word very seriously and commented
that he has studied many, many Torah
scholars, but none of them ever had the
insight to the Old Testament that Dad has.
He also pointed out that it amazes him
how Dad can express such deep truths so
simply that even a child can understand
them.

Two days after his visit, he sent us a
letter for Mama and Peter, which is so

heart-touching.  Following is the letter:
Matthew sent us the following note in

response to prophecies we sent him from
Jesus and Dad as well as the different
Letters that we’ve be sending him to read.

The next day we visited again, and he
started off by telling us that he had heard
from Dad in prophecy, and wanted to
know how he could be sure that it wasn’t
himself, etc. We will be sending him more
Word on this subject. He told us that Dad
encouraged him to be a “behind the
lines” soldier, continuing on where he is
now for the time being. It was so pre-
cious to see him reaching out by faith,
asking Dad for help and guidance, GBH!
He even typed up the prophecies as he
received them!

 He shared his heart about how hard
it is for him to not be able to witness, as
he doesn’t feel that in his present situa-
tion he can go out openly and witness.
He is thinking about the possibility of
traveling at some point to do a witnessing
trip. We encouraged him in this, with the
idea of doing a faith trip to be able to
witness openly. This is one of the trials he
has with the “behind the scenes” vision.
The other trial is the lack of fellowship
and not being able to have classes. We
told him we were praying about these
issues, and that the Lord will work this all
out somehow in His time.

After this, we went through a long list
of questions he had, all of which we
discussed with him and will be sending
him pertinent pubs about. The issues he
wanted to discuss were Loving Jesus, the
Law of Love, and the Holy Spirit as a
woman, amongst others.  He loves our
radical doctrines, and it’s almost like he’s
afraid that it’s too good to be true and
that we might not really live all these
things.  We explained to him that we
aren’t perfect and that we have many
weaknesses as individuals in the Family,
but that we do strive to live these
doctrines.  We also explained to him the
emphasis the Lord has recently placed on
the Law of Love, as he was concerned
that maybe it’s not lived as much as it was
in the past.

We’re not sure we’re able to aptly
share with you how unusual, inspiring,
and simply “out of this world” this
experience is with Matthew, ha!  We find
ourselves sitting in the middle of an
almost entirely Jewish company, with an
Orthodox Jew wearing his yarmulke and
his long beard, talking about Jesus,
Loving Jesus and the Law of Love, ha!  It’s
definitely only the Lord, that’s for sure!
GB Matthew, this is such an enormous
step of faith for him; we can’t help but
admire him.

His last question was how he can be a
disciple even though he can’t be dropped
out, since the Lord through Dad indi-
cated that he is to be behind the lines. We
talked to him about the different possi-
bilities, and will be sending him the
different classifications given in the
Charter.  We will be praying and hearing

(from Matthew:) Reading Jesus’ and
Dad’s Words to me has been filling me with
the greatest sense of peace. And thanks for
being such role models yourselves. I do
realize just how lucky I am that God has
seen fit to deliver me into your hands as
teachers and mentors.

I have not ever properly achieved it, but
I can imagine how hard-fought yieldedness
can be to attain. It is only through your own
self-effacement that Jesus and Dad could
speak to me. Thank you and please feel my
hugs! All the advice and Godly counsel is
being taken to heart, so let me give you a
little “progress report,” and ask for your
feedback on direction, etc.:

1) Memorization: I’ve memorized
verses 1-24 of the first set. I find that I can
comfortably memorize about three new
verses a day on the bus ride in, while

He’s really growing, PTL!
We visited with Matthew two days in a

row, and he was very thankful for the
visits, and for the letter and prophecies
from Mama! When we got together, he
immediately wanted to talk about what
the Lord has for his life, and what he’s
supposed to do to be the disciple he
wants to be. We told him that is some-
thing the Lord will show him and
cautioned him about being patient and
not moving too quickly.

This is quite a test for Matthew, as he
is used to being in charge and is a highly
efficient man, which is doubtless why he
holds the position he does. Having to let
go and just trust in the Lord and move in
His time is a real test for him. The
prophecies the Lord gave for him really
got him to thinking and praying about
what the Lord’s will is for his life.
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from the Lord about what we should
encourage him to do along these lines.  It
is very important to him that we and
Mama and Peter understand that he
considers himself a disciple even if he
can’t drop out at this time.

We sent him a Charter and wrote him
a letter explaining the different possibili-
ties of discipleship as far as being a live-
out, catacomber, etc. He responded by
saying that he seemed to fit in under the
catacomber category for now, and
wanted to know if that meant he will get a
membership pin or something of the
sort, ha! We told him that we would add
him to our monthly report and that of

course we consider him a member of the
Family and our Home. He’s very serious
about his commitment.

We sent him a series of Letters on the
Law of Love and the Holy Spirit as a
woman—which are issues he wanted to
understand more about—as well as the
statement on Loving Jesus. He was
thrilled with the Loving Jesus statement,
and said that he had been on that track
for a long time and it was so wonderful to
see that it was the Lord leading him in
that direction. He’s such a new bottle; it’s
so refreshing! He is receiving prophecies
for himself from the Lord and Dad
almost daily, and has sent a few of them

MATTHEW’S VISIT TO OUR HOME Dearest Mama,
I’ve just returned from spending two

wonderful, heavenly days and nights with
everyone in this beautiful Home. I shared in
my first communion, participated in my first
Loving Jesus fellowship, experienced the truth
of prophecy, saw that inspiring Endtime music
video, and most importantly,  shared heartfelt
love, Godly wisdom and more than a few
laughs with your children and faithful
shepherds—all of whom are shining role
models of everything that you, Peter, Dad and
Jesus hope and pray for.

Mama, I cannot tell you how much my
heart filled with love for you, and how I shared
your hopes and your sadness while reading
those Letters on prophecy from you and Peter
[“Believing Prophecy” and “Understanding
Prophecy” Pts. 1 & 2]. I wanted to hold you
and look into your eyes and to witness to you
that Jesus has said to me as clearly as anything
can be said that everything that you and Peter
have experienced and expressed is the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the truth.
Jesus has told me to give you whatever
encouragement and strength a newborn babe
can give his mother. To look into your eyes
with the love and attachment that only a
newborn babe can have, desiring the sincere
milk of his mother’s breast.

I do not cry easily. I’ve certainly had many
a good laugh (and some awesome, sobering
frights!) in reading Dad’s letters, but no tears,
the deepest song of my soul. But I did cry
when reading your Letters. It is a wonder to
me that someone like you, so clearly inspired,
yielded, devoted, caring, loving, protective,
sweet, and filled with the Holy Spirit, could be
doubted by anyone, about anything. But I do
know that every Moses has his Korach. Every
leader of the Lord’s children must contend
with those whose hearts, minds and souls have
been shut off to the way, the truth and the life
by their pride and jealousy.

Mama, I ask for you and our King Peter to
pray to Jesus to help me to become a shining
new vessel, filled with the strongest New Wine,
overflowing with the love of a newborn babe.

our way. He has also asked us to pray and
receive a Bible name for him, which we
will be doing at the end of this week.

He actually told us he is willing to
forsake all to serve the Lord, though the
Lord hasn’t indicated to him to do so at
this point. We have been very careful not
to encourage him to do so or make him
feel that he has to do so to fully serve the
Lord. We’ve encouraged him with his job
and place, and being happy with what the
Lord has given him while he continues to
grow in the Word. Please continue to keep
him in your prayers, that the Lord will
continue to strengthen him in his new
walk of faith, as well as give him wisdom.

We had a beautiful visit this weekend
with Matthew, who stayed with us for two
days and nights. He had been planning
and working towards this visit for some
time now and was very excited about
coming.

While Matthew was here, he stayed up
almost the entire first night reading
through GNs we had prepared for him
from the Babes Course (CM pubs) that
we are unable to send him. He also read a
lot of the new GNs on prophecy. He’s
such a new bottle, he just loves and thrills
to the Word and affirms it at every step.
He mentioned how at this point he’s
come to realize that he has spent the past
30 years studying and acquiring knowl-
edge, and that this has been a waste of
time, as he was further ahead when he
was 18 and open to the truth, ha!

We had a time of “Loving Jesus”
together, which he was so thankful for,
and explained afterwards that this had
been very important to him, as although
he embraces it wholeheartedly, he was
having a hard time grasping it on the
personal level. We had a time of listening
to some of our beautiful Loving Jesus
songs, reading sections of “From Jesus
with Love” and “To Jesus with Love”, and
ended up hearing from the Lord after-
wards. The Lord gave some beautiful
messages, and Matthew was very inspired
with this time.

He mentioned that he really had need
of reading the Letters on prophecy, as he
was getting hit with thinking that he was
doing it too much and had many ques-
tions about it, most of which were
answered in the pubs he was able to read.
He was quite distressed about some of
the points in these Letters, that indicated
that some are mocking and scoffing at
the Words. We explained to him quite
extensively about Shakeup 2000, which he
was able to relate to, as they run into
similar situations in their community,
particularly amongst the second genera-

tion, though they are much, much
stricter than we have been.

He had been praying about his
situation with witnessing, since it’s such a
delicate one, and the Lord showed him
that he could try witnessing in chat
rooms on the internet. He has already
won four souls doing so, PTL!

He also shared his battles at this
point, which are mostly dealing with
pride. We have given him quite a bit of
Word along the lines of humility, so he is
obviously battling to grow in this area.
He asked us to please correct him when
he is off track, as he needs this and he
needs to learn how to be open to it. We
believe he is coming to understand what
forsaking all really means, as he dis-
cussed that he realizes how difficult it
would be to forsake all his indepen-
dence, his earthly possessions and have
shepherds and people over him, etc. On
the other hand, he really wants to reach
this level, so he is seeking his answers
through the Word.

A few hours before he left, he
mentioned that he was thinking of writing
a testimony for the Family about his
salvation and all. We told him that
actually one was about to be published in
the Grapevine and he immediately asked
to see it. With much prayer, we gave it to
him and he took it with him to read on
his way home. A few hours later, we got a
very enthused phone call from him,
letting us know that he was thrilled with
the testimony! He suggested we should
be journalists as it was so accurate, so
well-written and he said he re-lived the
whole experience while reading it. He
mentioned that in his business meetings,
he often has someone there to take notes,
and after a half-hour meeting, they get it
all wrong and everything’s mixed up, so
he was very impressed with the accuracy
of the accounts of our visits with him.
TTL! He’s thrilled about this being
published.
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From Joan, Vietnam: We took
time, as the Lord asked in “My
Christmas Heartcry,” to hear
from Him about how to get out
His message of love this
Christmas in our (unofficially)
sensitive field. Although some of
us have been here for nearly
four years, we’ve had to go slow
in our approach and in witness-
ing in general. Needless to say,
we don’t get out large quantities
of lit, tapes or videos.

A couple of us got the idea to
make packs of Christmas and
Y2K lit for our friends to give out.
We also got the idea to decorate
the packs (in large white
envelopes) with Christmas
wrapping paper cutouts and
“Merry Christmas” written in
large red marker lettering. They
turned out very nice and made
the lit special. So, mainly through
our friends, we were able to
distribute more lit in this
Christmas season than we had
the rest of the year.

We aren’t really proud of
ourselves for that because we
realize that if we ask the Lord
during other times of the year, He
is just as able to tell us nifty ideas
to help us reach those we never
personally meet! But just the
same, our sheep had the faith to
give the Christmas message to so
many and we will challenge
them to continue to feed as
many of them as they can.

���������	��	���
�������
From Seek in Morelia, Mexico:
Every year that I can remember
we put together a YA/teen song
and dance show. Last year was a
big event with the DC Band
coming to Morelia, and the
Morelia Homes provided the
dance team. This year the Lord
told us that the children are
eager to serve the Lord and that
we needed to include them
more when they are young and
let them be a big part of what
we were planning for Christmas!

Renee (from Jason and
Cedar’s Home) worked for
weeks with the 13 or so children

$ 4�1�$<����=

Quake tip for house hunters
A friend of ours (a regular supporter for four years) who lives near the quake fault line, had his entire large apartment

on the fifth floor almost completely caved in, yet not one of his family sustained even a scratch, PTL! They managed to
escape through a “hidden fire escape” that was behind one of the living room walls that collapsed—amazing!

It seems that most of the damage done to various tall apartment compounds were centered around the fourth to
sixth floor as the main pressure of the swaying and grinding fell on these floors. Special note for any of you apartment
house-hunters!

—Tim and Hannah, Garden Home in Taiwan������	��	����	�� 
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from the three Homes (ages 3-
10). They put together a
beautiful “pastorela” with all the
children dressed as parts from
the manger scene, including the
donkey and lamb, while they
sang “Come and See Jesus.”
They also did several other cute
little song/dance routines,
performing for local orphanages
and institutions. Since then the
Lord has spoken more about
getting the children involved in
their own CTP project.

�������	���	�����
From Francisco, Margarita
and Vessel, Mexico: The Lord
led us to the cultural center of the
city of Queretaro where we
presented our Christmas play to
an audience of over 1,000 people,
as part of a contest. Right
afterward we were able to invite
the audience to accept Jesus into
their hearts.—And we won the
prize! The judge came over to
personally congratulate us for the
show and to invite us to do
another one for the city.

We also presented our
Christmas play to almost 10,000
students of Queretaro in 21
different primary schools and one
orphanage. We distributed over
2,000 posters to the students and
many tapes to the teachers. Most
of these students also accepted
Jesus in their heart by repeating
the prayer with “Joseph” (from
our Christmas play).

�����	������	������
From Mark and Faithy Free,
India: We have been having a
very exciting Christmas
witnessing season. The Lord
opened many doors for our
Hearing and Deaf performing
team to do about 10 shows in
the last ten days, and they have
many more lined up. The
principal at one of the schools
commented after the show, “Our
school also has quite a lively
performing team and they do a
lot of fancy steps, but they don’t
have anywhere near the lovely
smiles that your performers
have all through the show.”
Another principal said, “You have
brought the love and joy of
Christmas to our school.”
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One day a group of scientists got together and decided that
man had come a long way and no longer needed God. So they
picked one scientist to go and tell God that they were done with
Him.

The scientist walked up to God and said, “God, we’ve
decided that we no longer need You. We’re to the point that we
can clone people and do many miraculous things, so why don’t
You just go on and get lost.”

God listened very patiently and kindly to the man. After the
scientist was done talking, God said, “Very well, how about this:
let’s have a ‘man-making’ contest.”

The scientist replied, “OK, great!”
God added, “Now, we’re going to do this just like I did back

in the old days with Adam.”
The scientist said, “Sure, no problem,” and bent down and

grabbed himself a handful of dirt.
God looked at him and said, “No, no, no. You go get your

own dirt!”
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